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Abstract—Manufacturers have been exploring innovative strategies to achieve and sustain competitive advantages as they face a new era of intensive global competition. Such strategy is known as Supply Chain Management (SCM), which has gained a tremendous amount of attention from both researchers and practitioners over the last decade. Supply chain management (SCM) is considered as the most popular operating strategy for improving organizational competitiveness in the twenty-first century. It has attracted a lot of attention recently due to its role involving all of the activities in industrial organizations, ranging from raw material procurement to final product delivery to customers. Well-designed supply chain systems can substantially improve efficiency and product quality, and eventually enhance customer satisfaction and profitability. In this paper, a manufacturing engineering perspective on supply chain integration is presented. Research issues discussed include the product and process design for the supply chain, design evaluation of manufacturing in the supply chain, and a development of standards for product, process, and production data exchange to facilitate electronic commerce. The objective is to provide guidelines and references for manufacturing engineers and researchers interested in supply chain integration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, commercial innovations in products, processes and services typically were achieved within vertically integrated industrial corporations. During the 1990's, the global competitive environment shifted towards a horizontal or virtually integrated industry structure involving close interaction among suppliers, manufacturers, and customers. A supply chain is “an integrated process wherein a number of various business entities work together in an effort to acquire raw materials, convert these raw materials into specified final products and deliver these specified final products to retailers”. From [1], the supply chain comprises the production and supply of materials and parts, and it serves both the manufacturing logistics chain and distribution logistics chain. The manufacturing logistics chain deals with the logistics business processes related to the production of the customer article, while the distribution logistics chain combines all logistic operations involved with the consumer with the after sales market, including maintenance and repair of the consumer product. Due to shortened product life cycles, rising manufacturing costs and the globalization of market economies, increasing attention has been placed on the supply chain.

Manufacturing can be defined as an activity that utilizes a variety of capabilities and adds value to a material, thereby making possible different uses of that material. Each step in the manufacturing process adds value. The first manufacturers were probably artisans who worked by themselves to design and create products. They served as both supplier and manufacturer, gathering and managing the resources and applying various processes to add value to the materials. Over time, manufacturing progressed to a series of specialists, each of whom supplied or added specific amounts and type of values. The benefits of this division of labor were that (1) more resources could be brought to bear on the task, adding value, and (2) specialization tended to reduce costs and increase the efficiency, consistency and quality of each operation.

A strategic supply chain focuses on long-term relationships with customers. It would identify suppliers whose strategic goal is compatible with those of the supply chain. This goal concludes direction of technical innovation for the supplier and focuses on quality, reduction of costs and reduction in response times. In recent years, the supply chain management has advanced to some extent. However, failing to conduct comprehensive planning and integration on the whole supply chain, most of the enterprises are unable to properly monitor their supply chain or improve their decision making services from their overall operation indices, and their production and organization methods remain at the state of making to stock. Failing such fierce market competition, enterprises should conduct management innovation so as to improve their core competitiveness. The supply chain management innovation offers an effective way [2].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First we introduce some related literature in the next section. Supply chain management innovation in the manufacturing industry is described in Section III. In Section IV, we briefly evaluate the manufacturing perspective. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with remarks on the future.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A supply chain is an integrated system wherein members of various business entities work together to address issues of both materials flow and information flow. Reference [3] presented a survey of the literature pertaining to analytic approaches for global supply chain strategy analysis and planning. Two fundamental approaches, stochastic network optimization
models and option pricing methods, were summarized to characterize the global supply chain network strategy planning model. The integrated supply chain network model is developed to capture the complexities of a multi-product, multi-period planning problem for the optimal choice of facility locations, capacity and technology used, as well as sourcing, production and distribution decisions contingent on future states-of-nature. Option pricing approaches focus primarily on the evaluation of operational flexibility to enhance the firm’s shareholder value.

Reference [4] explored the basics of supply chain management from a conceptual perspective by tracing the roots of the stream of literature. In their paper, supply chain management is also characterized as evolving over the years from materials management, physical distribution and integrated logistics.

Coordination of production planning among multiple plants in a vertically integrated firm was described in [5]. It is identified that production and inventory decisions could be determined for all plants in a manner optimal for the organization as a whole. Several issues that arise in coordinating the multi-plant structure including nervousness issues, lot sizing issues and safety stock issues are reviewed.

Reference [6] introduced optimal centralized and decentralized control policies for a two market stochastic inventory system concerning the Newsvendor problem. First, optimality of decentralized production control policies is demonstrated, with the production centers and a constant transfer price used to coordinate production. A decentralized production control structure with a nonlinear pricing scheme for production coordination among centers administrated through an intermediate organizational unit is also proposed. There are also other approaches proposed to achieve supply chain management.

III. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT INNOVATION THE MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY

In a supply chain, the flow of information moves upstream, whereas the flow of material moves downstream. Information flows from customers to retailers, manufacturing companies, logistics, and raw material providers. It is the way the production systems have been working for decades. The difference in a supply chain is that all the partners should be informed simultaneously. The idea of introducing a common information system that sends the customer’s information simultaneously to all the partners according to their needs is a major characteristic of the next generation of supply chains. Material flows downstream from suppliers of raw material or components to customers. As with information, the flow of material should be coordinated among all partners. This implies that activities should be coordinated upstream and downstream. The products in the manufacturing industry are mostly put into batch production in the form of making to stock by labor-intensive enterprises. The following features characterize the supply chain innovation of manufacturing industries:

A. Customer Satisfaction Approach

There is a range of products with different features to satisfy the needs of different types of customers. Typically, there are many manufacturers in the market that can supply comparable products with similar features and quality; the products are viewed by customers as commodities. Customers do not wait for the product to become available and will easily substitute a product for one that a competitor offers at a lower price for the same product features and quality. Thus it is important that the product be available at the time, in the right quantity and at the price the customer wants. To better satisfy the end-customers is the common goal of supply chain members. Manufacturing industries should change their traditional make to stock production and take the requirements and satisfaction of customers as their tenet [7]. The most important piece of information is what the customer wants. In this case, manufacturers have to have a strong knowledge of the technology and the capability to deliver in order to get the upper hand. The customer is willing to wait and pay a premium for quality, reliability and customized products.

B. Concept of New Cooperative Competition

Different from traditional business management models, the supply chain management system is cooperative, comprehensive and harmonious, including the inner management of nucleus enterprises, the utilization and cooperation of resources among all enterprises at every stage and requires all enterprises to participate in cooperative games so as to reach a win-win situation in the end. The manufacturing industry should establish the supply chain management concept of cooperative competition, regarding the supply chain as a branch system so as to set up dynamic alliances in which member enterprises can trust each other, cooperatively open up markets, realize maximum economic returns and share all costs they save and profits they create in the end.

C. Replying on Modern Network Information Technology

Supply chain management is the product of modern network information technology and the idea of strategic alliance. The highly integrated network information system serves as the technical foundation; in particular, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is widely applied in the supply chain management [8]. ERP system created a revolution with their capacity to integrate different functional areas of an enterprise. They also looked at how companies overcome their inertia and reengineer their business process. Though managing the following of information, material and capital, it closely combines all manufacturing sites, marketing systems and finance systems of all enterprises to transform the traditional supplier-driven production model. It fully embodies the concept of manufacturing completely according to customer’s requirements and realizes the strategy of talking customer satisfaction as the core through information and resources sharing.
IV. MANUFACTURING PERSPECTIVE

As can be seen from the literature review provided in Section II, the supply chain has a strong business management and operations research emphasis. The role of manufacturing engineering in supply chain integration is presented. Research issues discussed include; product and process design for supply chain, agent based techniques for supply chain integration, intelligent information sharing across the supply chain and development of standards for product, process and production data exchange to facilitate electronic commerce.

A. Product and Process Design for Supply Chain

Within a manufacturing supply chain, each entity will increasingly need to improve coordination not only in the area of demand replenishment, but also in the area of demand generation through joint development of new products. Design for a supply chain can result in major improvements of a company’s profitability.

B. Design and Evaluation of Management Supply Chain

To improve productivity, reduce costs and shorten product time to market, manufacturing companies need to establish an appropriate supply chain. This calls for a formal methodology for the design and evaluation of the manufacturing supply chain. A two phased approach for the optimal design of a supply chain. First, a mathematical programming formulation and heuristic solution approach was used to minimize the distinct number of product types held at various points in the supply chain. Then a spreadsheet inventory model was used to estimate the safety stock needed to absorb random fluctuations in both demand and lead time throughout the system [9]. Reference [10] developed a deterministic model for determining economic levels for the base stock and lead time for production and transportation in integrated production, inventories and distribution system. Operation research models and techniques are well suited for analyzing the local performance of logistic sub chains and processes. However, the operation research approach, in which the OR model is the starting point of analysis and data structure is derived from the model, is insufficient to support the analysis of the performance of an integrated logistic chain; an experimental environment is needed, including a set of OR models and having the capability to easily and quickly build these logistic models [11].

C. Agent Based Techniques for Supply Chain Integration

Information capabilities can accomplish similar results whether operating from a highly centralized or decentralized direction, and a decentralized application calls for a new paradigm in supply chain integration. One promising approach is the agent based distributed artificial intelligence approach. One can see an agent as an autonomous, goal directed, computational process capable of robust and flexible interaction with its environment. While conventional systems rely on sequential operation, the agent architecture facilitates distributed and concurrent decision making. Agents are able to communicate with each other in order to collaboratively solve a challenging problem. Multi agent systems offer a new dimension for supply chain integration.

In [12] some preliminary results were reported from an agent based model of a simple supply network, together with some validating analyses of operating data from supply chains in automotive and electronics assembly. Then, the author discussed the benefits of agent based models in comparison with more traditional differential equation models of system behavior at the enterprise level. Although agent based techniques hold great promise to achieve supply chain integration, there are a number of issues in agent application that need serious consideration. An important issue is the potential chaotic behavior of an agent based system, which has been demonstrated based on mathematical theory and examples [13]. Therefore, researchers should explore approaches that can minimize, if not eliminate, the potential chaotic behavior of agent based systems.

D. Intelligent Information Sharing Across Supply Chain

Unfortunately, information distortion is common in a supply chain. One such distortion is the bullwhip effect. The variability of an upstream site is always greater than those of the downstream site. The bullwhip effect was described using a stochastic analytical model [14]. The authors highlighted strategies that can be used to counteract the bullwhip effect. These strategies include information sharing, channel alignment and operational efficiency. Reference [15] discussed the effect of demand distortion and control surges in a number of enterprises and presents ways of solving the problems occurring. In the communication between all entities with the supply chain, delays and distortions may substantially affect how the industrial enterprises operate and lead to near chaos. As many researchers have suggested, the keys to success in supply chain management should be focused on integration of activities, coordination and information sharing throughout the entire supply chain. With information sharing, demand information at a downstream site is transmitted upstream in a timely fashion and thus, facilitates decision making. In order to achieve efficient information sharing, companies are beginning to introduce new types of intelligent decision support systems. A key success factor for intelligent information sharing is the availability of useful information. This means that there is a large amount of data available, but useful information has yet to be extracted from it. Therefore, researchers should explore the application of data mining techniques in information extraction for supply chain integration.

E. Development of Data Exchange Standard

Data exchange, specifically electronic data interchange (EDI), was identified as an important factor in contributing to partnership satisfaction. Reference [16] examined effects generated by the implementation of EDI technology on supply chain management through a case study. EDI was initially used to support business transactions between suppliers and their customers including invoicing, purchase orders, purchase order acknowledgement, dispatch notifications, stock reports, etc.
Recently, EDI is beginning to be used to exchange technological data, more specifically, product data. In order to advance electronic commerce, manufacturing engineering should first focus on computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) data exchange. CAD/CAM systems are commonly used to provide a seamless interface between design and manufacture of products. Using CAD/CAM systems, the geometry and processes of a product can be defined and validated digitally. This enables a manufacturing company and its partners and suppliers to work concurrently and collaboratively. A supply chain consists of different corporations. Hence, product data exchange becomes a critical issue.

V. CONCLUSION

Supply chains are problem systems that consider production from horizontal standpoints instead of vertical ones. Since manufacturing is an important aspect of a supply chain, manufacturing engineers should not be left out of supply chain research. This paper presents a manufacturing engineering perspective on supply chain integration. Facing a competitive situation, the manufacturing industry is required to conduct supply chain management innovation so as to constantly improve the core competitiveness of all related enterprises. The strategic supply chain management is an integrated management that involves a wide range of areas, mainly including four large areas of supply, production planning, logistics and demands, and enterprises are required to be cooperative both in intra-enterprise and inter-enterprise operation. A unified planning with due consideration must be done to ensure the promptness and effectiveness of the supply chain and enable the manufacturing industry to remain invincible amid fierce market competition. Putting undue emphasis on one aspect should not be done. The emergence of supply chain integration will have a profound impact on engineering practices. Manufacturing organizations are now establishing partnerships with suppliers. They need to incorporate these suppliers into their product development process from the early phases by applying concurrent engineering and integrated logistics support concepts. Suppliers will then have more opportunities to participate in product specifications and anticipate future problems and responsibilities to propose new ideas for product development and to plan, produce maintain and carry out traceability throughout the total product life cycle. This paper discusses technical aspects of the collaboration between manufacturing companies and their suppliers. While solving technical problems is necessary, it is not sufficient to ensure successful collaboration to achieve supply chain integration. The success of supply chain integration also requires research to be conducted on social aspects of multi-organization collaboration. As a result, manufacturing engineering would benefit from a multi-disciplinary team when conducting research on supply chain integration.
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